Unify Circuit
The collaboration app for efficient teamwork. Made for teams and
project organisations
Increasing levels of mobility often mean that employees
are no longer sitting in the same office, but are instead
located at multiple different locations. And they often
even have to work in different teams and project
organisations.
The collaboration app, Circuit, has been developed to
meet these changing demands in the working world. You
get everything you need for efficient teamwork in a
single app.
Organising workflows and processes using e-mail is now
a thing of the past. With Unify Circuit, you work and
communicate with a single interface, which you also use
to control all of your activities.
Persistent conversations for teams and project
organisations
Persistent conversations for teams and project
organisations. Circuit summarises all communication into
so-called conversations. All of the information that you
have shared is retained at the end of a meeting.
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Lively video conferences and document sharing
Call someone with the click of a button or set up an online
meeting. External participants dial in using a phone. If you
want to discuss a document, simply upload it to the
conversation, even during a meeting. You can also record
the conferences, such as for logging purposes.
Access with any device, whether in the office, at home or
on the go
No matter where you are working, you can access your
conversations with Circuit. The app works on
•
PCs
•
Laptops
•
Tablets
•
Smartphones
With "Session Swiping" you can even forward a live
conference from your PC to a mobile device and vice-versa
without interrupting the conference.
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Details & Functions
Circuit by Unify – in detail
Conversations and chat

Everything starts with a conversation – a searchable thread consisting of texts, files
and all other kinds of content which you have shared with colleagues, teams or
other persons in your company. This allows you to establish proximity between the
individual team members, organise your projects and complete important tasks.

Calls

Personal meetings are a luxury nowadays. But thanks to great voice quality and HD
video, Circuit allows you to organise meetings that are just as natural.
Are you not at your desk all of time? No problem! Simply transfer a call from your
PC to your telephone without no interruptions with a simple swipe movement. You
will have access to the same functions, which means you can continue to work with
others while on the go.

PSTN connection

You want to contact someone outside of Circuit? Simply enter the required
telephone number. Circuit forwards your call automatically via your SIP voic e
platform.

Screen-sharing

So that all participants are up-to-date. Share a document or start a demo via our
simple screen-sharing tool.

Share a document

You want to share a file? Simply save the document in a context -related manner
within the respective conversation or the open meeting room

Video conferences

Start video conferences directly via the group chats with your dialogue partners or
invite them to join a conference using Outlook. You will be able to experience your
dialogue partners up close in HD quality.

Guest access

If a meeting on-site is not possible, invite your customers or partners to use Circuit
as a guest and experience a whole new kind of collaboration.

Search

As all information provided during conversations is saved, you will be able to find it
at again any time.

API interfaces

Integrate your work processes seamlessly into Circuit. Circuit supports public a API
interface for integrating many different kinds of applications or chat bots directly
into the Circuit conversations.

Group and topic
conversations

Permanent,
subject-related chats

Search and find what
you are looking for

Document and
media-sharing in the chat

Voice and video
conferences
Screen-sharing

Embrace the digital future with Swisscom
Visionary companies are using the possibilities offered by digitization to redefine the future. Swisscom is also
developing new fields of business with numerous innovations. We see it as our task to support you in using
digitisation optimally.
We provide you with the best network infrastructure, secure data storage, reliable project management,
successful implementation and numerous innovative solutions.
Welcome to the world of possibilities.
Get started today and test Circuit with a free account at www.swisscom.ch/circuit
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